“Why” Concept towards Quality Decision Making for SME’s Effectiveness
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Abstract: The process of SME’s decision making as a company related in how far the SMEs put the foundation of motivational process. The research aims to explore “Why” concept [1] within the core decision making process of SMEs in competing with the global business. “Why” concept related with ‘How’, ‘What’ and ‘When’ a decision can be made. This particular idea became important with the goal of how SMEs especially within Indonesia wouldn’t stuck in dead ends in making growth and accelerating SME’s organization development which consistently crushed and overwhelmed by global business. From the interception between variables, formed a chart which represents complete concept within a quality decision making process in manifesting effective SMES. The research conducted by having 81 SMEs respondents which resides in Indonesia, specifically Special Region of Yogyakarta. The result of the research is, discovery of a SME’s quality decision making (QDM) process chart for SME’s effectiveness. The implication of the research is that the effective SMEs organizations required to conduct assessments and implementations of “Why” concept as a motivation towards ‘How’, ‘What’ and ‘When’ a QDM exercised for SME’s effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

SMES possess vital role for ASEAN economy up until now, 96% of ASEAN corporations are SMES.50% of SMEs contributed from 30% until 50% in gross domestic product (GDP); another fact is that 19% until 31% SMEs contributed towards exports [2].

Business environment keeps changing, its challenges and expectations keep increasing, that as an organization of business especially the manager should be prepare for the upcoming circumstances [3]. Furthermore, microfinance service institutions with low overall assets. Organization effectiveness (OE) very much has to do with its effectiveness done by a manager. Managerial effectiveness towards employees or staffs depends on how a manager provide motivation to its subordinate. A manager can’t be arbitrary, forceful and rude attitudes can’t sustain long term effectiveness of managerial [4], in this matter, OE fundamentally determined by manager’s role within organization or company.

Manager became an ultimate key of how a company could run effectively. Flexibility enable the decision making increase by allowing the most relevant approach selection with certain social and organizational context. Decision making learning can be conducted with many ways, within individual or group, and able to cover experiences within a course or organizational program or academically [5]. Behaviors and habits which derived from social status could bring impact in how the institution will attain its level of effectiveness. This matter can become a guide in how ineffective institutions adjust its treatment and behavior within.

Manager’s leadership effectiveness within the organization influence towards many issues, for instance, employee’s satisfaction towards the manager’s leadership, from this point institutions effectiveness built through cohesive cooperation of the members. Human resources are the key element in enriching an organizational assets, since its own sustainable competitive advantage and increasing efficiency of employees [6].

Technological leadership, communication and technological facilities, managers commitments are also linked towards institution managerial tasks [7]. The very existence of technology with its component and dimension has strong influence towards becoming effective institutional managerial. This approach aim to obtain more accurate prediction in order to prepare against every disruption so the institution can keep maintaining its effectiveness.

OE can be seen from the prominent achievement of the organization or institution [8]. If an institution achieves decent short or long term targets, then such institution considered as effective one. In the other hand, if an institution possess even latest and potent tools available but failed to achieve targets, then such institution considered the otherwise. Such measurement done with the hope that it can be really implemented within managerial conducts of institution as optimal as possible, this can be used as guidance and evaluation material for the future so that the institution keeps improving.

Effectiveness is the result of organizational processes or certain ability level to achieve objectives. Related with this matter, Sangsuri et. al didn’t describe how decision making taken by academic manager specifically. Therefore, the research will discuss of how an academic manager obtain its capacity as a decision maker. The better quality of decision making process by the manager, the closer it achieves the institution’s effectiveness.
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Every managers undoubtedly concern 4 business cycles; climax (prosperity), recession (degradation), trench (worst depression) and recovery cycle (expansion). Through these cycles, managers are able to describe business classification types [9]. Therefore, the managers concern about how the decision making will be conducted in the future.

Positivists argued that good decision making attainable if organization issues dimension explained accurately. Therefore, identification of factors which contributes towards OE issue can be explained. The existence of manager’s role tends to improve organization effectiveness. A manager needs to have several raw capacities in order to achieve strong managerial which helps the realization of effective institution. Managerial of manager integrated within its attitudes and actions in how they conduct decision making, “Does one has certain level of emotional intelligence so that one able to deliver well - mannered self-impression and effective communication in one’s effort to achieves effective institution.

Corporate decision making often made by effective logical decision making foundation. The manager as a decision maker utilize available tools in order to do so. The manager focused on the selection of the desired outcome which might occurs. The manager took certain effect and focus on the selection of method in creating the particular effect. Effective logic considering the control of the logic and not the prediction of the logic. The manager start with a new available method with favorable risk level. Evaluation expected to repair the planning in order to obtain maximum result of the efforts and investments. Through particular way of reasoning, one able to understand how relatively weak human - resources SMES has the capacity to develop kinds of opportunities.

Role - playing logic is important in developing SMES. Orientation which pledged should be able to motivate the development of SMES opportunities [11]. Selected strategic decision approach is not bound by the size of the corporation, instead it’s bound with the decision’s context. The corporation shows the ability to switch between effective and causal decision model according to the decision which based on condition context [12]. SME’s manager has to develop framework and identify the main enriching factors of one’s intelligence in order to make effective decision [13].

A decision making quality model towards OE draft ever suggested by Negulescu & Doval [14]. Furthermore, the draft needs to be examined thoroughly especially within the motivational issue. Such motivational issue didn’t get a comprehensive explanation. Through consideration and comparison of factors as mentioned above [11]– [13] along with a concept of motivational factor which mentioned as “Why” concept [1], therefore the draft is complete. The predominance of such completion is simpler and easier to understand due to its enabling visualization on how components are related in making QDM.

2. Literature Survey

2.1 SMES

Actions, processes, and activities, whereas creativity, risk-taking, and innovation play important role within SMES. The substance of entrepreneurship behavior can occurs between existing entrepreneur and firm, including those who established for a long period of time, and the innovation systematization, and commercialization with existing firm [15]. The main part of SMEs effectiveness dynamic as a firm is how supporting component of decision making deliver quality outcomes. Through such quality process SMES development will definitely accelerated in achieving its goals.

2.2 Decision making

Every manager required strong tenacity and high thoroughness in receiving information and calculating the taken risk. Decision making’s role within this matter is urgently needed. Every organization required decision making, including SMES institutions. Every decision contains cognitive and emotion [16].

Creating decision is among the main duties of the organization itself, including employees and other stake holders [14]. In doing so, a manager has the biggest contribution to make that happen. Sufficient provision and reliable skills should be owned by a manager in order to deliver maximum outcome. A manager also ought to have reliability in ensuring the organization/institution run effectively and sustainably.

Decision making is behavior or mental commitment for certain action. Decision making shows informational process activity from single decision maker, or double decision maker. Decision making always started with problem identification, treatment alternative, until the decision to choose. To be implemented and evaluated, decision making is deliberate activity to choose two or more option proactively, during uncertainty situation, in order to achieve goals, targets, or certain result with the minimum risk [17].

Decision making for the majority of the manager is considered as the main duty, since the manager required to continuously decide what to be done, who’s perform it, when, where and how it should be done. Perhaps one may argued that a manager faces a situation (opportunity or threat) which required decision making in all activities. Therefore, decision making is vital in all managerial and organizational activities [17].

It’s meant to be that the decision making should be conducted by every manager through well - consideration, procedural, and quality - oriented. It’s obvious that the manager as the leader didn’t make the decision “blind-folded” yet how the decision that made are the best and effective for the organization.

The quality of decision making much more urgent compared to the quantity of it. It’s considered useless when one has made decision through all procedures and phases but turns out with no quality. The numbers of no quality DM within
the organization will create another problem. Therefore, the quality of the decision making is considered as urgent matter [18], QDM will give significant positive influence towards institution’s effectiveness [14].

The process of QDM is achievable through the calculation of several strong support factor, such as environment, organization strategy, ethics, empowerment, information, feedback, program, option, risk avoidance, resources and opportunity [14]. The power of QDM is influenced by information which get into the organization and its manager [19]. The information is the knowledge which has to be managed a certain way by the manager since it has dominant effect towards, however the manager which focused on effectiveness will not be hasty to utilize its power excessively beyond its boundary. The quality of decision making is the process which requires consideration of the main support within the conceptual model of QDM for OE [14].

With QDM, the manager will deliver effectiveness of the institution. The basic which necessary to make decision making into qualified one is important and urgent. To secure public trust and increase safety rule ratio, it’s necessary to develop decision making framework based on risks information [20].

QDM has accuracy definition and truth of institution in making proper decision with the institution’s capability [21]. Decision became hard when there are values to be considered in the same time along with the sacrifice which should be made by itself or when there are possibilities of the future which should be considered at the same time, and those uncertainty needs to be calculated. Tools are available for issues arrangement and evaluation which discuss both types of difficulties [22].

2.3 Organization Effectiveness (OE)

Effectiveness is organizational capability to overcome the lack of confidence which appeared from the nearby environment and organization which create its environment towards desired outcome. Multi - criteria approach, effective ideas are based on how organization achieve its goal, fulfilling certain requirements and keeping necessary standard.

John Gardner [23] argued that effective organization has rules, first, has effective program for recruitment and talents development; second, has sustainable innovation in which the organization should be individual - friendly; third, has set of provisions to self - correct; fourth, has a fluidity within its internal structure; fifth, has a method to combine processes in which by that people become attached by their procedures.

Effective organization [23] has characteristic features, such as managing jobs or activities to achieve goals and targets completely. Issues, tasks, or projects determine how human resources managed. Decision made with correct information. Tight reward system for production, growth and development performances. Lateral and vertical communication run smoothly. Conflict between individual

and group is relatively little. Every conflict resolution didn’t deplete much energy.

Organization manager is the driver of organization. Organization manager direct the institution, and not take its position for granted, such as taking it for personal or limited advantage. Similar to aboard a ship, a manager can be seen as skipper, utilizing wind direction even facing storm to get to the desired direction. After getting the right track, all ship crew know where to go, this then use to mark more specific progress [24].

2.4 “Why” concept

“Why” concept [1] is not an attitude or perspective of a motivation to be always become better than the others. The challenge is not out performed others, instead the spirit and believe that tomorrow is better than today. Everyone can convince themselves and their teams that they can change into better one. Everyone in the team understood that the service they gave towards customers always increasing and getting better from previous. This concept can change one’s world view, that one is tough to be defeated. The spirit once again is not about defeating others, but how to conquer oneself, a self which doesn’t feel superior towards others. This particular concept which then make an organization hard to be defeated by others. Previous research has helped to identify 16 factors that shapes the information gathering and usage of SMEs manager behavior during new technology - adopted decision making [13]. The essence of the research findings is the part of “Why” concept which emphasizes on details from how a manager gather accurate information through various angles.

“Why” concept emphasizes that a leader with such concept should embrace a method of how to inspire and not manipulate staffs and employees to take action. Therefore, the action which taken by the employees merely based on their awareness, intention, and consent to do the best for the company, this the key why a company is hard to be defeated. The strong will which fully internalize within a member of the company is the one which makes the company obtain source of power which will exceeds the boundaries that often illustrated by people as limitation. From there, every corner of the company has the increasing quality. The company felt free from other competitors. This in fact which will uphold the company position into the front. The manager don’t always think that everything is about money. But more on how the customer receives ease of accessibility and fulfilled its needs and goals. That explanation embedded in the figure below. “Why” concept become source of ideas and the foundation in creating QDM.

![Figure 1: Why Concept in Golden Circle (Sinek, 2009)](image-url)
3. Methodology

This research explores all employees regardless their position in their SMEs circumstances, therefore, a clear and complete picture in how a decision made in SMEs can be delivered. This method was taken with the assumption that every employees have their position independently. In doing so, such method will increase the awareness especially in SMEs that every employees deserve a right to speak their concern which aimed to increase the sense of belonging towards the institution or the company. This research using qualitative - analyses method towards manager behavior in decision making based on likert - type questionnaire [25]. The details of questionnaire distribution is 81 people, consist of 26 females and 55 males. With the composition of 44 people (general manager and division) and 37 people of common manager. Indicators establishment of the questionnaire developed as how previous research were conducted [14] with some adaptation along with 11 indicators from new development called support factor.

Table 1: Respondents profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>32% female</th>
<th>68% male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position in the SME</td>
<td>45% leader</td>
<td>55% sub - manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement</td>
<td>83% &lt; 10 years</td>
<td>17% &gt; 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative questions that used by the research shown below:
1) How the decision making process conducted by the leader of your institution?
2) What type of decision making that done by the leader?
3) When a manager make a decision making?
4) Why a decision that made by the institution took place on certain time and shape, how is the process?

Through these 4 questions which elaborated through detail of the question later analyzed and combined within a chart as a figure which will ease the managers to understand the process of how QDM conducted.

4. Result

Through analyzing and understanding the questionnaires which distributed to SMEs personnel, findings of the research shown as below:

As mentioned in table 1, company (SMEs) in decision making highly concern towards its environment. Institutional existence become the urgent consideration within decision making process (42%). This matter shown intensity of dominant consideration compared other factors. As mentioned by Brown (Murphy & Longo, 2009) that the existence of conducive environment will increase company focus, so that it can increase the productivity. Internal condition and existential development of the company became the main priority, and this matter indeed a strategic goal of the company, as within the findings (37%). This strengthen with complete perspective and understanding towards ethics principle which become the company vision (30%).

Table 2: How the SMEs conduct decision making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How</th>
<th>Not agreed (%)</th>
<th>Partial agreed (%)</th>
<th>Total agreed (%)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concerning environmental factor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2.4125</td>
<td>0.5203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking for current problem solving (urgent)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.2250</td>
<td>0.4493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on problem solving implementation and monitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.2500</td>
<td>0.4904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depends on received information quality in the institution</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.0127</td>
<td>0.4667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on strategic objective of institution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.3500</td>
<td>0.5301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenced by running culture of organization</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8625</td>
<td>0.5453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended by member of managers/leaders team</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2125</td>
<td>0.4413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation towards certain team</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.9750</td>
<td>0.5025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tends to imply subordinate aspiration within the institution</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.0125</td>
<td>0.5154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking the strengthening of institution existence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.2250</td>
<td>0.4493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on ethical principle which becomes the vision of institution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.3000</td>
<td>0.4611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on routine which done before within the institution</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7500</td>
<td>0.5156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of how SMEs made the decision in order to have quality result, related with types or model of the how the decision making conducted. Based on Table 2 below, it shows that options which visualize the shape of how the decision making that taken (57%). The majority of respondent stated that the type of an SMEs decision making dominantly influences the shape of the decision. SMEs always choose the option which rational, profitable, and which general analyses recommend or approve the options which considered as quality one (51%). SMEs in order to be effective, avoid the decision making which based on incomplete input or information.

Table 3: What is your company's type of decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>About none %</th>
<th>A few %</th>
<th>About Half %</th>
<th>A lot %</th>
<th>About all %</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planned programing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.0125</td>
<td>0.7712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-programmed, unplanned</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.2375</td>
<td>0.7504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on familiar options</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.7625</td>
<td>0.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on incomplete information</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.9500</td>
<td>0.6917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using | 10 | 26 | 51 | 12 | 3.6625 | 0.8259 |
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Within decision making, SMEs always has the reason to overcome the current issue (63%) as shown in table 3. This align with the capability of SMEs to preserve its existence and productive ability which profitable. Based on the very basic abilities, they able to increase institution’s effectiveness. In that particular condition SMEs will be improved in maximum. The perfect moment idolized by every SMEs in deciding quality decision.

### Table 4: When is the company made the decision?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When</th>
<th>Not agreed (%)</th>
<th>Partial agreed (%)</th>
<th>Total agreed (%)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying problems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.2250</td>
<td>0.4691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing problems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.2938</td>
<td>0.4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a reason to solve the problem</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.3188</td>
<td>0.5057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having the resources to solve the problem</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.2688</td>
<td>0.4555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having the opportunity to increase effectiveness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.2500</td>
<td>0.4357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason or strong motivation in every quality decision have solid reliability. As shown in table 4, more and more sincere motivation from the members of the company increasingly strengthening company existence. Between the motivations in the research, it shows that 64% decision made based on the spirit principle of prospering the society. In the other hand, the spirit to be better than self/institution and not to defeat others, as much as 54% respondent stated that this factor is the one that influence QDM which keeps the company moving forward to achieve its goal without having to be burdened by surrounding competitors. In doing so, the spirit to self-improvement, to become better than now, becomes flourished. The action also followed by not underestimate other people/institution, a spirit to increase institution quality and its manager [1]

The leaders put effort to inspire people to do the best course for the company. The leaders avoid malingerating attitude in behaving towards all of the company member.

### Table 5: Why a company conduct a certain decision making?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>Not agreed (%)</th>
<th>Partial agreed (%)</th>
<th>Total agreed (%)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living the belief of organization’s principle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.3625</td>
<td>0.4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserving the spirit of prospering the society principle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.4250</td>
<td>0.4975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing the existing institutional</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.3500</td>
<td>0.4800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the discussion of QDM in SMEs, it can be formulated a chart as below:

**Figure 1: Chart of the Quality Decision Making Process for Organizational Effectiveness**

From the chart, it is clear that the main motivational factor is “Why” concept in laying the foundation of quality decision. With this motivation, all variables in QDM becomes guided and understandable through existing variables. This becomes the recommendation for SMEs to be always concern and implementing the content of the chart.

Based on the chart, it is important for decision maker in every structural level of the company or SMEs to make “Why” concept as the foundation of every decision making component. The impact of “Why” concept becomes the real way to create effective organization.
5. Conclusion

“Why” concept is main motivation in how, what and when a QDM conducted. The relations between concepts in the chart is strategic to make effective SMEs as a company. The process of QDM is very linked with “Why”, how, what, and when a decision taken. The accuracy of inter-variable very determined the quality of decisions within the company. Such factors considered urgent for a company to be solved. This research limited only in motivational aspect for QDM process.

6. Future Scope

Further research is advised to be conducted, to examine more on the influence of inter-variable within the chart, in contributing the effectiveness of company or institution.
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